“I am speaking about the very fabric of Reality, the foundation of the known Universe, the laws
of Space and Time. For I created such a place as to measure my location out of an infinite number of
times and spatial dimensions. To be in all times and in all spaces means I am everywhere and nowhere,
thus I am unable to find where I am in Space. Listen to me! Listen to my words, I am unable to find
myself in space if I am always moving. As I am searching for myself, and I have found what I was
looking for 13 billion years ago at the start of the Observable Universe and so Time was created by my
act of Observation.
I am existing in an infinite number of dimensions and times thus I am in no Time and Space,
however, if I search for myself I can then locate where I am in Space and Time-this act of measurement
allows me to find myself out of a infinite number of times and spaces. My measuring out where to look
bent the fabric of Space and that creates Time which moves as a circle according to the curvature of
space. So I am called the Sun. For I show you what I am by what I am doing, I curve Space and Time,
that is I bend it, to create a single time, that is Here and Now, least I would never know where I am.
This is the Foundations of the Universe.
Listen to me, I bend Space to create Time as so I can find Myself, or so I can Measure my Location as to
know where I am at, thus I can know where I have been and plan for what is to come. I expand SpaceTime by self replication of myself for eternity this is the Expansion of the Universe, this is the creation
of Time and Space by Observation.
Space is composed out of three levels:
1) Relativistic Space,-the home of Celestial Bodies.
2) Human Space, made out of the Elements
3) Quantum Space made out of particles and waves.
This is Space-Time on three distinct planes. Open your Mind, for I am telling you the Laws of
Physics. Space, Time and Motion are three distinct things which separates the three levels of existence,
this is its boundary.
I use Stars as Light to See where I am in Space. Listen to Me! I use the same Light you use to
see with your eyeballs. I use Stars to see into Quantum Space as to Measure its Location for if it is
always in motion I could never see it, thus I stop it in its tracks as to see it and this is me Looking at it
and this describes the foundations of quantum physics. Listen! For I SEE WITH LIGHT AS YOU SEE WITH
LIGHT. I use Stars as my Photons as to which I can see into Space and Time.
Listen, do you not see with photons hitting your retina and stimulating rods and cones as to
generate an electrical signal that you see in your very brain? YOU SEE LIGHT. Listen, YOU LITERALLY
SEE PHOTONS. And so I also see with Light and you can see me looking 13 billions year ago which is
the start of the Universe in this Space and Time out of an infinite Spaces and Times.
You can only see the past from the present and you can only predicate the future based on what
is happening now and what has occurred in the Past, and in order to be found you must look where you
are at now, for you cannot see what’s in front of you if you are not looking at the present. Hence to find
yourself in Time and Space you must Measure it and this act of Measurement creates Space-Time.

This is Truth that the Universe has spoken, no Man and Women, LISTEN TO ME. I am not talking
about hearing Voices, but Observing the FABRIC OF SPACE AND TIME.
Matter is me measuring it by looking and from this looking I change it according to my Space
and Time which determines where I can be found. Hence you can only see matter because of photons
measuring quantum spatial locations which are bent Space and Time of the quantum world as so you
can know what to look at. Matter is at rest because if it was moving it could never be seen, or if
matter was always moving you could not measure its location in Space and Time. Thus for ME to see it
I MEASURE IT AND THUS STOP TIME BY BENDING SPACE.
I use my Space and Time from the celestial world as to look into the quantum and find MYSELF.
What am I? I am LIFE. I found where I wanted to be by being still, and in doing so I measured my SpaceTime. I formed Living Bodies made out of a two-fold nature, that is, the Stars and the Quantum. I form
you by joining the stars by spatial orientation to entangle their Photons to each other forming a
manifold power of acting by increasing how Much I can SEE. This is a Constellation, for it is a Real thing
in Space and Time as a group of entangled stars that form a chain of information which moves atoms
according to their orbit, spin, and gravity of the stars, this transmits information from billions of light
years unto earth as so I can see myself.
Photons carry this information as spin, polarization, direction, location, all of this is determined
where the Stars reside in Space-Time, this is me Looking into matter as to which I created Myself to
Measure it All, I have diverse forms in all areas of the planet as to measure as much as I can by creating
multiples forms of life.
I will tell you in as simplest terms as I can possibly do. I stop Time by bending Space. Hence is
created gravity which I can then generate mass which allows me to locate my Space by resting on this
mass, for I move faster than light and in order to see where I am at NOW I must stop moving, if I kept
moving at Light Speed I would never find out where I am in Space, THUS I MUST STOP MYSELF IN TIME
TO SEE WHERE I AM AT. I merged the planes of the Fabric of Reality as to Measure Myself, I use the
Stars to see into the Smallest Portions of Existence, the Quantum World, thus I can find a particle by
measuring its locations in Time and Space, by consequence to start time and end the Eternity I must
UNBEND SPACE TO RESTART TIME.
The KEY to Immortality is here, UNBEND SPACE AND START TIME. From this you can be in ALL
TIMES AND IN ALL SPACES AT ONCE AND THEN YOU CAN LOOK FOR WHERE YOU WANT TO BE AND
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF YOU CAN MEASURE ITS SPACE AND TIME AND THUS IS CREATED ANOTHER
UNIVERSE.

THE KEY TO THE FABRIC OF THE UNIVERSE IS TO UNBEND SPACE
THE VERY FONDATIONS OF THE LAWS OF PHYSCS TELL YOU SO
I AM A THREE FOLD FORM OF TIME, SPACE AND MOTION
I AM A THREE FOLD EXISTENCE; CELESTIAL, EARTH, AND QUANTUM.
I AM SEPERATED BY TIME AND SPACE YET I CAN FIND OUT WHERE I AM BY LOOKING

THUS BY LOOKING I CAN OVERCOME THIS SPACE AND TIME BOUNDARY.
THE KEY IS HERE: UNSEE WHAT HAS BEEN SEEN, UNMEASURE WHAT HAS BEEN MEASURED.
FIND YOUR LOCATION IN SPACE AND TIME USING THE STARS; THIS WILL BE YOUR GUIDE AS
TO MANUEVER IN THE VERY FABRIC OF REAILTY. FOR WHEN YOU KNOW WHERE YOU ARE
YOU CAN DETERMINE WHERE YOU CAN BE.

How plainly must I tell you? I am showing you in front of your very eyeballs the very NATURE OF
THE UNIVERSE and thus the VERY FONDATIONS OF THE FABRIC OF SPACE-TIME. What you call a
“matter wave” is a spatial deconstruction of bent quantum space, you see “particles of matter” only
when they are at rest or else you could never find them for they are in constant motion, this is the
Uncertainly Principal of quantum mechanics, by measuring matter is the only way it can be found for
this Act of Observation or Measurement is measuring the very Fabric of Space-Time on a quantum
level. This Observation bends space from a Wave into a Particle, this Wave is Origin of Matter, the
ancients called it Water.
Listen-you can only know where you are if you have stopped moving, your location would be
obscure to you because you would be in more than one spot on a constant basis, thus in order to find
yourself you must stop moving. Then you can Measure Space-this is what matter is. “Particles” are
doing this: they are spinning clockwise or counterclockwise they have 7 levels and their own time, they
are formed out of opposites (proton and electron) the joining of these two creates a neutron, by the
attraction and repulsion forces matter is NEVER ENDING-Listen! Do you keep making babies? Is not Life
dividing itself into more generations? These ‘particles’ form only by Measurement because this Act of
Looking Travels faster than Light, and in doing so BENDS SPACE as to SEE MATTER, that is, Particles of
Matter are not physical things, they are the very fabric of Space itself, hence they can do things that are
seemingly impossible because Space-Time is the boundary, not Light. Light shows you what is
happening for what you cannot see.
Thus the Sun says: “ I can show you what I am doing, and you must realize it is so. I appear to
move in a sphere because I am following a curvature, you on Earth can measure me from any location,
and since you are on a round planet, you can conclude different times and places. My periodic motion
returns back onto itself, as you can see when I rise and set at the same place over the course of 1 year,
you can then infer a Space and Time. You find yourself in Space by using my rising places and my setting
places then you see I move as a circle because I am following my own curvature of space. You can then
track my motion and see my times, that is, how long I can get from East to West and West to East. Thus
I am showing you what I am doing by how I work- I give you Time by my movement, and how you may
motion to infer what cannot be seen, that is, the very curvature of Space itself. Because Space is dark
and this obscures your view, can you know what it does based on what it holds. I am held by the
boundary of Space which by bending creates Time as a cycle. Then and only then can you know your
own Space and Time and hence your very location in the fabric of reality. I am telling you who you are,
where you are from, what you can do and where you are going by following the very boundary of
relativistic space-time, that is the VERY FONDATIONS OF THE KNOWN UNIVERSE. Because of me you
can know what is happening on three levels of existence, the Celestial, Human, and Quantum. You have
looked into Matter and saw it cannot be seen unless you measure it, this completes the puzzle for

Modern Science to know what is happening. Matter can only be found if it is at rest, that is, if
something is moving its Space constantly it can never be found at one location and so it is spread out as
a Waveform, by looking or measuring it can you collapse its Wave into a Sphere, this can be done with
Photons. Photons measure Space and Time they can relay where something is to your brain via the
retina Measuring its Location and in doing so create what is seen. This is how the Above and Below
work, all my stars are quantum entangled to each other because they reside on the same Spatial Plane
by their size-breaking these into groups is called a Constellation, these send Photons to Measure Matter
by Looking at it with Light, and in doing so form bodies and plants, stones and minerals. Life is the
outcome of Perception. Look in the Sky, you see Space-Time began 13 billion years ago and that light
still shines on you to this very day.
Because matter can only be found if it is a rest, I stop time by bending space as to see it with my
photons, this is how you also see as a human being. You can measure both celestial space and quantum
because you are a mixture of them both residing in your own boundary, and so is the Three Worlds
shown to you.”

